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DCPIRG-InforlllatioD, on
Securi tyDeposi ts, .IJtili ties
"

-

by Irene Sege
deducted from the security for any losses he actually incurs. '
. The D.C. Public Interest deposit. The tenant has.the right
In addition to publishing the
Research Group (DC PIRG).as
to be present when the landlord pamphlet on security deposits,
part of its housing information inspects the premises for dam~DC
PIRG-.plans. to publish
project at George Washington ages.
similar pamphlets on the new
University.
is preparing
a
While the new law adds to rent control law and.Jhousing-:
pamphlet on new security depos- tenants' rights, it is still import- discrimination. The purpose of ;
it regulations in the Districtof
ant for the.tenantto take a few PIRG'shousinginformation
Columbia which give tenants' simple steps to avoid-security-iproject " is "tomake~
tenantnew rights.
. . deposit problems.
information more accessible to
Most landlords require new
1. Always get a receipt for any the public.
tenants to put down a deposit to money.you give your landlord. A - DC PIRG- will also testify
ensure coverage for any property cancelled check is . a good before the city Council Thursday
damage the tenant causes or for receipt.
in 'support of legislation to shift
any loss that results if the - 2. When you move into a new the burden of utility rates away
tenant breaks the lease.
house or apartment, prepare a from the small residential user.
Under new regulations enact- written statement listing all
The current rate structure for
ed last summer, landlords must . existing damages. Keep- one both residential and commercial
now put deposits' in accounts' copy and' give. one ··,to . your users is a declining block or
bearing at least S per cent landlord or resident manager..
promotional rate. ForInstance,
annual interest for' the tenant
-J.Wlien you move out. make Pepco's residential users now
Landlords must also give tenants arrangements to inspect. the pay$2 per month for the first'30'
a statement showing the terms . premises with your landlord. kilowatt.hours (KWH);' $.04 per'
and conditions "of collection. .
Rememb~r, Wusho~ld-only be. KWH' for.,thenext20
hours;"
Themew measure makes-it .. chargedJp!: ..ex,traordtnarydam7;·:: $2:88'for-each of, thei:next ISO~':
illegal for a landlord to-collect
ages; You should not be expect>: kWH,etc ..• ",(.
.-:
more than one month's rent as aed
to pay for normalwear and.,
As a result of this. declining
- security deposit. After it tenant .'tear..
'. . .'.
; ..•••block rate structure.vresidential
moves, the landlord must return
4. Finally, ~ou security dep~slt. customers effectively vsubsidize
the deposit-e-plus
interest-cannot
be withheld. to .pumsh large commercial users. Since
within 4S days or give the tenant you, The ~andlord can WIthhold commercial customers use larger
a statement of repair costs the deposit only to compensate quantities of power than residential users, they pay less per
unit of gas and electricity than
c" .'C"
small home users; Th~ promo-..1..
. tional rate .structure .also pro-.·
.:
......
moteswastefulconsumption.of
_' The Student Bar Association
. "energy, since power becomes (SBA) has killed Its-First-year
cheaper as more is used:
Exam Technique Seminar ProCity Councilmember John gram (PETS) and replaced it
The Freedom of Information
really sad commentary on society Wilson' has introduced a Pair . with a new program' called
suit- by two GW Law Students
when this is the way a federal Residential Utility Tariff Act . "PETS Junior.'
.
seeking the Justice Department
court gets treated by the chief which would provide residential
The. FETS program would
evidence surrounding the resig- law enforcement office of the customers' with a discount rate. have' brought small groups of
nation of former Vice President
United States."
Por most residential customers, first year students in the same
Spiro Agnew took a new turn . The Motion-for Sanctions isa' this discounLwill mean lower section ofa course together with
-today, with Plaintiffs' filing of a request for a finding of con- utility bills each month. Because' 'an upperclass student who had
Motion for Sanctions under tempt where a party has made . the process for determining' this. previously taken the course. The
Rule 37 of the Federal Rules of an inadequate. response to a discount is extremely compli- upperclass student was to have
'Civil Procedure. The motion, judicial order, as the Justice .cated,DC PIRG is recommend" .helped the' first year students
drafted by Bruce Feder and Roy Department allegedly did in this, ing that the City Council adopt' a . develop skills' iitwriting.· the
Baldwin, charges the-Depart- . instance by submitting to thesimple,more\vorkableulifeline"
exam for each particula.r.course.
ment of Justice with failing to court a document the plaintiffs rate..
. .
. ' The new program, "PETS
comply with Judge June Green's already had received some years
A lifeline rate would lower gas Junior," will consist of a series of
ten day order to produce the before. Plaintiffs' Motion .states and electric rates up.toa certain panel discussions lead by upperevidence bearing upon the in- in part "Defendants repeated ,base amount. -Forjinstanee, a Class . students. Covering the
vestigation of Agnew.
delays and failures to answer lifeline bill might set rates of same information as the smaller
The "presentment of the both at the administrative level '$.03 per KWH' for the first 400 PETS seminars, the' panel disevidence," a summary of doc- and in this Court have been KWH of· electricity used and cussions will meet three timesuments in the possession of the 'damaging to plaintiffs, disres- increase the cost· of. kilowatt .once for .each - of .the· three
Justice Department, was already pectfulto
this Court;: and·hours above 400......•• .
first-year subjects that have
in the h~nds of theplairitiffsas
violative of both the intent and
. Under such a rate structure, exams. There will be one panel
long agO as 1973, according to the specific language of both this most residential-custOmers will discussion for each section of
Baldwin. The failure of the Court's order and of the Pree~ pay less for their lltilities- than Contracts, Torts and Criminal
Department to do anything but -dom of Information Act itselC' they now pay. OnlY-residential Law. .
.
resubmit the same "present-The possible responses to the customers who_ use'extremely
.SBA President .Roy Baldwin
ment" in response to the order of motion, if it is granted, range large' amounts of gas and announced at last Thursday's'
the Federal District Judge was from the District Court's doing electricity will pay more. All meeting that he had received
"an example of the Justice De- nothing to assessing costs commercial and industrial users· PETS applications from over
partment's
continuing
bad against the government, to fines will be paying more under 200 first-year 'students and only
. faith:' Ba)c''''in :,sserted. "It's a or jail terms.
lifeline.
twelve upperclassstudents.

FETSRevised:
F'E rr:~,~on -A··'·.nnounce d

Agnew Documents
Not Yet- Provided

I

J

"We were faced with the
dilemma," said Baldwin, "of
either keeping each group as
' small as we originally intended,
thereby disappointing dozens of
first year students, or of allowing
the' groups to be as large as
. necessary to fill .the first-year
demand, which would have
freaked out a number of upperclass group leaders' and also
diluted the amount of good each
group would be able to accomplish.' Pinding neither choice
acceptable, SBA scrapped the
program and rep aced it' with
' "PETS Junior."
The panel discussions wiIl be
held on three consecutive Sunday evenings in November,
starting at 7 p.m. "PETS
Junior" will start with Contracts
on November 2, and continue
with Criminal Law on November
9, and .Torts on November 16.
Room assignments will be posted.
.'Baldwin added that first-year
students do not need to register
for "FETS Iunior." He added
that upperclass .students interested in. sitting on any of the
panels should contact the SBA
in room lOlA of Bacon Hall.
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Govern:ment Contracts Pg:m~
Profits and a Student Discount
by Oliver Denier Long
profitable for the, Program,
The Government Contracts resulting in distributions of
Program, established in 1961, is ' profits exceeding $30,000 to the
an economically self-sufficient Law Center, and over $67,000 to
adjanct to the National Law the University General Funds.
Center, with a national reputa- Thesemonies represent the total
tion as a leader in its field. The revenue over costs from the
coursesand publications of the- courses outside the Law Center
program present a theoretical and from the sale of publicabase for understanding Govern- tions. Clerical and secretarial
ment contract principles and the staff of the Program are paid
practical context of day to day entirely out of its own revenues.
contracting situations,
Professors Nash and Cibinic
National Law Center Faculty co-authored a textbook entitled
members associated with the Federal Procurement Law in
program are Professor Gilbert, 1969. The second edition of this
Ginsburg, Program Director, book is currently used in Law
Professor Ralph Nash, and Center courses on Government
Professor John, Cibinic, The Contracts, Government Procurethree professors carry, full-time ment Law, and Performance of
teaching loads in addition to Government Contracts.
r'
th P
The book is p'ublished by The
b '
emg ac rve rn
e rogram.
Program teaching and publica- George Washington University,
,
ithim t hei
i t h e opmion
.,
tions
are not WIt
err racu Itv
ty because
ecause m
0 f Nas h
duties, '
and Cibinic no other publisher
The Governmenf Contracts had suitable marketing policies
Program offers short courses for - and, experience .to serve the
contract negotiators, managers, student and the law practitioner
engineers and ,accountants, as equally with the same publicawell .as attorneys. The courses tion. Furthermore, since the
are frequently taught at least in market value of the book as a
part by leading members of the reference work for practitioners
public and private bar, with was outside the student price
topics including such things as - range, the authors decidedP,rac~
Contract Administration, Con- ,titioJ'iers shouldpay a different
tract' Formation, Cost Reim-": price than students; ThePresi- ,I
bursement Contracting, ,Labor dent of the University approved
Standards; and Equal Employ" a play whereby the' University
ment.
'
publishes the work and retains
The past few years have been . the copyright. while the authors .
J:

v

,'....
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The Law and Women
in Today's'World,
by Charles S. Rhyne
President, World Peace
Through Law Center
The ultimate goa}of the World
Peace Through L~w Center is to
foster a peaceful world characterized by justice for all men and
women. Cardinal to the Center's
effort toward achieving this goal
has been strengthening the
international Jaw pertaining to
the protection of human rights.
A fundamental right, is the
principle of the equality of men
and women.
Notwithstanding the 'general
recognition of this fundamental
principle,
across the globe
women are disadvantaged and
suffer from discrimination in the
vast majority of nations. The
existence of such discrimination
is irreconcilable with world
peace, for the cornerstone of
world peace is a legal process
that recognizes and protects the
dignity and worth of all human
beings. While one-half of,
humankind continues to find
her rights derogated,. erosion
works at the cornerstone of
world peace.
Fortunately, we are witnessing
a burgeoning awareness of the
plight of women. The vehicle

stirring awareness at the international level is the United
Nations proclamation of 1975 as
International Women's Year.
One Ilfthe .:aL,es of that desig,nation w:\s the first global convocation called to consider the
subject of the status of women
around the world. The delegates
to the International Women's
Year Conference in Mexico City
a90pteda World Plan of Action
directed toward stimulating
action at all. levels to promote
the equality of women and to
enhance their contribution to
the total development effort and
to world peace.
The World Peace Through Law
Center seeks to continue the
momentum. No longer must
women's legal right to equality
be allowed to be shunted. The
Cause of world peace through
law exists in a fragile, ,if not
imperiled, environment; and we
need the valued assistance of our
female members of the international legal communitY.
. Introduction.
Discrimination against women is the most variegated and
widespread-yet largely ignored
......
injustice occurri~g. in the
Please tum to p.6, coI.1

receive the usual commercial
Wondering how to find a job? Employment '76 is a Conference of
rovalties.
'
, Washington Area law schools intended to answer just that. Some of
'~The Second Edition of Feder- the topics to be considered by attorneys and other professionals are
al Procurement Law sells for $30 Juriscan, Alternative Careers, Overseas Job Market Development,
to private practitioners, and $16 Public Defender Service, Resumes, Women's Issues, and Minority
to students. Each sale of this Concerns. The Convention at American University lasts Saturday- ,
book at the GW University Sunday, November 7-8, and includes a beer party. If you are an LSD
bookstore returns $12.80 to the Member ($5.00 anniial dues), the event is free. Otherwise, it's $2.50
University, from which one must per registrant. Call Dennis Mansanares for details, at 931-5111.
subtract the costs of printing,
Other Law Student Division news: The Editorial Board of the
etc. Approximately 500 copies Student Lawyer is now devoting an entire page to an exchange of
have been sold at the Marvin information among law schools around the country. The topics are
Center, presumably to students. local areas of expertise, projects, and interests. If your group wants.a
This is less than nine per cent of little publicity, or needs to find someone indulging in; esoteric
educational institutional sales, research, then write to Richard Eymann, 507 West, 13th Avenue,
and less than seven per cent of Spokane, WA.99204. total sales. While the practitionModern Dancer Viola Farber is lecturing and performing today
er sales have been only 23% of between 4 and 5:30 at 2131 G St., N.W. She is. GW's guest
the total, they account for over artist-in-residence for the week.
41% of the revenue. i This is,
according to Cibinic, what has
The Law Student Division of the American Bar Association
enabled the sale to students at (LSD/ ABA) will again sponsor the Client Counselling Competition,
the lower price,
Contract Litigation and Its' Alternatives' are the subject of the
' When asked about the ethics consultation situations this year, The competition is analagous to
of a professor's receipt of royalty moot court except that the skill tested is counselling rather than
payments from the publisher for appellate argument.
books sold to the professor's
All ABA approved law schools are invited to enter a pair of
students, Professor Cibinic repli- students in the competition; Application forms and a $30 entry fee
ed "I don't know that this is per school must. be received by the, Law, Student Division by
properly a question of ethics, but November 24, 1975. For the $30, call The Advocate, 676-7325. For
I will give you my ideas on the the application form, write LSD/ABA, 1155 E 60th, Chicago, IL.
subject. If the book had no 60637.
market value and was used only
Ninth, Circuit students should take note of an article in the
for my class, I would not accept OctoberABA
Journal. entitled "Ninth Circuit's Unpublished
royalties on such sales. However, Opinions: Denial of Equal Justice?", by James N. Gat;dner.,.i:
would not necessarily con?emn
Minority students may. be particularly, interested in "Racial
a~other profess.or~hodld
s.o Discrimination in: Sentencing", appeai-inglnthe October issue of
without first .Hstenfng vto. his , Judicature; the Journalof the American Judicature Society. Joseph
rationale' ~nd trying to under- C. Howard, the author, is Associate Judge on the Supreme Bench-on
stand ~heclrcumstances.J would Baltimore City, and haspreyiously published in the area <>frace ,
make Judgment only based upon "relations and the law.
'
such information.
' ..". fi
f'
Th··..·
f h ABA'
d
"However, where' the book is
,~u,:,sca,!, trms up yo~r ut~re;
ISinvention 0 t e . s stu ent
widely adopted by other schools, dlvlslo~ 'IS comput~rtzed Job placement on ,a .natIonal sc~le,
is the bestin its subject area, is matching stu?ents wIth.t!te work. they want. Criteria ,for matching
used extensively by the practic- employers WIth ~aduattng seniors are th~ followmg: type of
ing bar, is sold for a lower empl?yer (corporate, federal.et~.), legal practice emp~asls(general
student price subsidized by practice, regulat~ry, etc.), loc~tlOn of employment, SIze of· of~ce,
higher prices ~harged to the bar, students legal SkIlls an~ e~perlence, etc. Grades and class standmg
and is used in conjunction with are not part of the crtterta.
an elective course,' I believe it is
To get in on this program costs only five dollars, for a guaranteed
clearly proper to earn royalties five employer references. Matches are made monthly by printout,
on sales to ~he professor's own however interviewing and employment are not guaranteed. Send
students, and I will continue to your payment ($10 if you are not yet in LSD) to LSD/ABA, 1155 E.
accept such royalties."
60th Street, Chicago IL. 60637. Good luck.

Place:ment Office Lilllits Honors
The Placement Office wishes to bring to the
attention of ~he student body the following
information concerning resume preparation with
regard to graduating "With Honors" and the use·
,of first year section rankingsbecause
of the
increasing number of complaints this office is
receiving from prospective employers as well as
fellow students.
.
''The 'following regulations . apply to .Juris
Doctor candidates graduating in May 1976; and
after. For students graduating prior to May 1976,
the former regulations apply.
.'
"The ~egree of Juris Qoctor With Highest '
If.onor~Is ,awarded to those ~tudents, not
exceedmg 3 per cent of thegraduatmg class, who
have obtained the highest cumulative averages of "
at least 85 arbetter.
"The degree of Juris Doctor With High Honors
is awarded to those students with the highest
cumulative averages of 80 or better. The number
of students receiving degrees With High Honors,
when added to the total number of students.
;..

~"

•. ';.:'i- .i ~ij~·;l·:i;.._~
"!?:",r ,: ;,:"~.t:'~. {:~::i:'.-::,~,:~.:~;:-~.:
__
l:<t~~,tj;~·~~::l{~:?t:~i';i~:!l~/'~;
,~~';~--.;~:~;
~~~~~~

News Briefs

:-~i~it;j'5;:,t:1li~:\.
~'~.~:{.J:~;;1w'~~~£~.'~!'::
.

receiving degrees WtihHighest Honors, may not
exceed 10 per cent of the graduating class.
_ "The degree of Juris Doctor With Honors is
awarded to those students with the highest
cumulative averages of 75 or better. The-number
of students receiving degrees With Honors, when
added<to the total nu'mber of students receiving
degrees. With High Honors, and With Highest
Honors., may not exceed 40 per cent of the
graduating class."
,
The approxim~te cumulative grade average
necessary (based on the May 1975 graduates) to
qualify for the top 400/0is 78.56. It is hard to
predict what the top 400/0will be for the May 1976
graduates but in all probability it will be even
higher than in 1975
.
,
Students who have completed one year, may
indicate their first year section rank on their
resume or to prospective employers but they must
I?e careful in making the particular ranks clear,
i.e. if you were number 12 out of Section 13 put
12/74. If you are using an approximate percentile
in your section, put top 100/0in first year section..
:~".~ .

\"'.

\;-:j,(

~

.,
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Starting Law Salaries
Reprinted by Permission, Student Lawyer
White and Associates, a private Chicago
management consultant firm specializing in the
legal profession, has compiled a salary survey
which includes not only medium and large law
firms .across the country, but also major
corporations that ,have traditionally hired a
number of lawyers;
BOSTON
LAW FIRM NON-PATENT
Fresh Grad
3 Years'
12,500
15,500
18,000

LOW
MEDIUM
HIGH
LOW
MEDIUM
HIGH

12,000
15,000
17,000

LOW
MEDIUM
HIGH

13,500
17,500
22,000

LOW
MEDIUM
HIGH
'LOW
MEDIUM
, HIGH

LOS ANGELES
LAW FIRM NON-PATENT

22,500
25,000
27,500

LOW
MEDIUM
HIGH

NON-PATENT
18,000
20,500
28,000'

22,500
25,000
28,500,

18,000
23,000
28,000 ,

LOW
MEDIUM
HIGH
LOW
MEDIUM
HIGH

22,500 ;
27,000
H.OOO

I:.OW
,MEDIUM
HIGH

19,000
21,000
25,000
18,000
22,500
27,000

14,500
16,000
18,000

'LOW
MEDIUM
HIGH

14;000
16,500
20,000

18,500
23,000
30,000

PHILADELPHIA
LAW FIRM NON-PATENT

13,000
15,000
18,000
.; 15,000
17,000
20,000
15,000
17,500
28,000

22,000
26,000
30,000

5 Years

15,000
20,500
26,000 .
NON-PATENl

20,000
26,500
31,000

LOW
, MEDIUM
HIGH

15,000
20,000'
24,000

18,000
25,000
30,000

LOW
MEDIUM
HIGH

Fresh Grad
12,000
15,500
18,5QO

'CORPORATION

20,000
26,000
30,000

PATENT,

LAW FIRM NON-PATENT
Fresh Grad
3 Years

3 Years
18,500
22,000
25,000

20,500
26,000
31,000

5 Years
24,000
27,500
30,000

NON-PJ\TENT

12,500
15,000
17,500

18,000
22,500
25,000

22,500
26,500
30,000

LAW FIRM PATENT
:I:.OW
MEDIUM
HIGH

20,000'
25,000
28,500

CQRPORATION
LOW
MEDIUM
HIGH

12,000
15,500
20,000

CHICAGO

12,000
15,500,
20,000
CORPORATION

5 Years
22,500
25,500
29,000

NON·PATENT

CORPORATION

LAW FIRM PATENT

.'Ld

3 Years
18,500
21,000
25,000

LAW FIRM PATENT

23,000
27,000
32,000

CORPORATION PATENT
14,000
18,500
17,500
',23,000
23,000
29,000

Fresh Grad
12,500
16,000
20,000

CORPORATION

LAW FIRM PATENT

LOW
MEDIUM
HIGH

'All things considered, however, there is some
money-out there.

5 Years

18,000,
20,000
24,000

CORPORATION

According' to White, the over-abundance of
graduating seniors is having a reverse effect on
the smaller law firms. Some companies have even
frozen their salaries, while still others have come ,~
in. with extremely low offers of S11,09O.

CORPORATION

PATENT
22,000
25,000
30,000

14,500
16,500
18,000

22,000
27,000
35,000

LOW
MEDIUM
HIGH

14,000
16,000
20,000

20,000
22,500
26,000

24,500
26,500
29,000

PATENT
21,000
22,500
,26,000 -

22,000
25,000
30,000

BALSA's Floating Law Day

Meeting Notes
Phi Alpha Delta
GW's chapter of the Phi Alpha Delta Legal Fraternityrecently
sponsored addresses on legal specialties by four local practicing
attorneys. The practice of criminal, civil (dealing with injury and
'products liability actions), corporate and administrate law was
discussed by the participating attorneys. Each suggested how to get
started in his particular field. All concurred that the average lawyer
works in excess' of sixty hours per week.
Phi Delta Phi
GW's John Marshall Inn of the Phi Delta Phi, Legal Fraternity
recently held a luncheon for prospective initiates at the National
Lawyer's Club. The featured speaker was 1964 National Law Center
graduate Henry Berliner, International President of Phi Delta Phi.
Berliner is curreritly chairman of the Presidentially appointed D.C.
Commission on Judicial Disabilities and Tenure, which recently
concluded hearings on the re-appointment of Judge Charles Halleck.
BALSA

The Black American Law Students Association (BALSA) hosted a
three- day "floating law day" in Washington, New York City and
Boston. "GW's BALSA chapter organized the event here.
Approximately twenty law schools from, across the nation sent
recruiters to the, University Center to meet with- undergraduates
interested in attending law school.
,
The morning session was highlighted by the remarks of attorney J.
Clay Smith, Deputy' Chief of the Cable Bureau of the Federal
Communications Commission. Smith attempted to create an actual
classroom. situation. to give the potential, students an idea' of what
they should expect in law school. During the afternoon session Prof.
Issac Hunt of Catholic University, Wade Henderson of the' Council
on Legal Education Opportunity, 'and Dean David Wilmot of
Georgetown University discussed the multifarious aspects of
obtaining a legal education.

NEW YORK CITY
LAW FIRM NON-PATENT
LOW
MEDIUM
HIGH

Fresh Grad
12,000
17,500
22,000

3 Years
20,000
26,000
28,000

CORPORATION
LOW
MEDIUM
HIGH

5 Years
24,000 '
31;000
40,000

NON-PATENT

12,000
16,500
20,000

20,000
23,500
26,000

23,000
28,500
37,500

LAW FIRM PATENT
LOW
MEDIUM
HIGH

15,000
20,000
24,000

23,000
26,000
29,000

CORPORATION
LOW
MEDIUM
HIGH

15,000
18,000
24,000

25,000
30,500
40,000

PATENT
21,000
25,000
31,000

25,000
30,000
38.000

WASlIINGTON, D.C.
LAW FIRM NON-PATENT
LOW
MEDIUM
HIGH

Fresh Grad
13,500
16,500
20,000
CORPORATION

LOW·
MEDIUM
HIGH

3 Years
18,000
22,000
24,000
NON-PATENT

12,500
16,000
19,500

18,000
22,000
24,000

LAW FIRM PATENT
LOW
MEDIUM
HIGH
LOW
MEDIUM
HIGH

5 Years
21,000
. ·····27,000
31,000

14,500
18,000
24,000
CORPORATION
15,000
18,500
25,000

20,000
23,000
26,000
PATENT
20,000
23,000
27,000

20,000
26,000 ..
30,000

While you're studying, why
not keep some money
working for yciu? Passbook
savings accounts earn 5%%
interest per annum from date',
of deposit to date of withdrawal. No time limit!
Certificates (3 months to ' .
72 months) earn from' 53/4%
.to 73/4% per annum.
.Substantial' interest penalty
for early withdrawal is "
required by federal
regulations.

OPEN MONDAY-FRIDAY
9 A.M.-5:30 P.M.

~l=,
',First
l±JFederal

Savings and Loan Association of Washington
1900 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W. USA·1935
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1£bitnrinl

{:Just think of the
,example yo~,'ll

Who Profits?'

.~

..

be setting!"

. One of the advantages of attending the National Law Center
is the opportunity to learn from the cavalcade oflegal geniuses
on the school's faculty. Most of the professors are recognized
. experts in their respective fields; many of them have written
widely studied texts on their subjects. Professors Reitze and
Cibinic are. good examples.
"
Cibinichas
co-authored a seminal work on federal
procurement law. Reitze has written a leading text' on
environmental planning. Both professors use their books as
required reading for courses in the Law Center.
Reitze's book is printed by an independent publisher and,
distributed by Professor Reitze to his students at cost. '
Cibinic's book is printed by The George Washington
University and sold to students for profit, at a discount rate.
Professor Cibinic sees no ethical problems in reaping
royalties from sales of his text to the students who pay his
salary. Certainly -he has a right to be rewarded for the
intellectual effort that produced his book. But where the
reward is gained from students here, we feel there is clearly an
ethical conflict involved. When a professor has the means to
provide students with his or her- text at printing costs, but
prefers to be 'enriched ,instead, we cannot help but question
the decision. The cost becomes more than the price they ought
to pay.'
.
There is alot more to be learned from professors at the
National Law Center than is in their books. .

I
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RCA Gives Jazz New Life

. by Jeff Menick
He is, however, a" superbly 'Pablo label has been nothing
RCA Records appears to' be competent
technician,
and short of phenomenal. Granz
. making a major commitment to "Mobius" (RCAAPLI-l009) has owned Verve and sold it to
.fhe.promotionand marketing of the commercial appeal that MGM and promised not to
jazz and I want to give them began for jazz pianists with compete for a.number of years.
three cheers, They are recording Herbie Hancock's"Chamete~.Hehad·bee
involved-withethe
'and releasing LP's by artists wl1.!>on." 'Side_one is a'particular"'Jazz"atthe
Phil)tarmonic se&s;
are not well known; They have delight, especially "Soho", itf!rt!! fOrmilDYi'years~:~nd;hi$':)b~n'
begun.another.in their-series of and,}(zit),Jn~te.,'cu~, one ofthe.,~;Ella,;Fitzgerald'~I. manager jfprr
Tomo~ow'may
bea
singular day.·The~e; will. be' a re-issues ofvintage material, this finest funk pteces I ve ever heard' most of -her career-.,",,",",c"'c":i~,,~
,
nationwide strike of women, sponsored by NOW..The ,purpose time on the resurrected Bluebird "sinc~ . !f~ith Jarret's -,"T~e
',fIe got back into re~rdirig a:
of the strike is to demonstrate nonsupport for a system which label, and they are distributing D.rums.", Walt~n has played couple of years ago, starting
not only works to deprive women of opportunity through overt two small, but important, jazz ~\'Ith many.of" t~e pos~.Bop Pablo in Europe with only "the
discrimination, but which also frustrates full development of specialty 'labels-Norman
innovators including Clifford Europeanpressings
available
human potentials through more subtle institutional pre- Granz' Pablo and Bob Thiele's Jordan . an~ Art Blakey, and it "here at first. When he could
Flying Dutchmen.
shows 10 his keyboard work.
finally begin marketing in the
judices.
.
.
Recent
months
have
seen
the
Walton
also
appears
as
a'
U.S. he used independant distriThe strike will serve two important purposes. First, it will,
reissue
of
a
masterful
recording
sideman
on
Blue
Mitchell's
butors
initially, and spent no
show the degree to which society is dependent upon women.
Second. and perhaps more important, it will allow women to by Charles Mingus, ,"Tiajuana "Stratosonic Nuances'" (APLI- money' on promotions.. Consewitness their solidarity with one another and feel their ;Moods". The liner notes say that 1109).Mitchell first came to my quently, only jazz connoisseurs
'the LP was actually recorded inattention
as the trumpeter play- knew about the Ips. Since taking
collective' strength. .
.. .
1957, but not released until ingwith British bluesman John.' over the distribution last spring,
The problem of feminist recognition is of particular 1962. Rhythmically and chrom- Mayall on the "Jazz Blues RCA has spent a great deal of
consequence with women who practice law. Last week, for atically it isvery close to the Fusion" LP.
'money
in pushing' the Pablo
example, a female attorney was thrown out of D.C. Landlord Miles Davis classic of the early
The music is very commercial, product,
Tenant Court for wearing slacks instead of a skirt.
1960'~,"Sketches of Spain."
with half of the album devoted
AU that aside, some of the
Although .: only drummer
We support the women's strike and urge all female NLC
to
Stevie
Wonder's
"Creepin'"
..
i
:eleases
have been incredible.
Danny Richmond is a familiar
students, professors, and staff to join the action. If yoU feel name
(he has been Mingus' and Batty White's "Satin Soul" Granz had the rights to much
you can't strike, spend some time talking with people around drummer forever) the musicians but the musicianship isexcellenlArt
Tatum material that had not
the school about the problems unique to women..
are all competent and seem to be and two Mitchell originals and a been available for years and;
It is also equally important that male students spend some inspired by the leader, particul- Thelonius Monk tune, "Nutty", , there have been two boxed sets.
time trying, to gain further insight into the problem. What arly on-some bowed passages in complete the lp. The music is released so far. Tatum is one of
,basic
disco by a group of fi.ne the, .finest pianists of this cen- '
oppresses half the human race ultimately oppresses us all. . "Ysabel's Table Dance".
This album is not .a direct players who can be more creative tury, rivalled only by Horowitz,
predecessor of today's Salsa but need to fill their stomachs, Rubenstein and Schnabel. As a
sound in the way that Cal. so they make commercially soloist his technique has not yet
Tjader's early LP introducing' appealing Ips like this.
been matched by any musician
Willie Bobo and Mongo SantaThe Bluebird reissue series working in a ja~z or rock
maria are, but this music began as a very ambitious context. The.se s~ss~ons ~Il date
incorporates the polyrhythmic project. Jazz fans remain skepti- -.from t~e mid· ,ixties With the
and African roots of the blues cal, however, because RCA has' emphaSiS on ,,,nat are known as
Managing Editor ' in a ja;zz lp that sounds as fresh had a history of announcing big pop standards-Cole
Editor-In-Chief
Port~r,
Bill Wallace
Oliver Denier Long
as when it was recorded 18 years 'projects and not carrying them . Rogers and Hart, and Gershwtn
, Features and Opinion Editor
. Sports Editor
ago.
through. There have been some type songs.
John Brusniak
Doug Watts
A more
confemporary,
interesting releases on Bluebird
The groups are always varied.
Editor Emeritus
"funky" sound is exemplified by varying from blues to sweet hotel One features Ben Webster-one
Charles Leone
two new releases on the parent bands to some Benny Goodman of the giants of the tenor sax;
Business Manager
. Photographer
RCA label. Cedar Walton is one material from 1935. While the another. clarinetist Buddy de
, Phil Kramer
George Hernandez
of those keyboard players who initial releases were much her- Franco. another superb set is
has been around for quite a aIded, the follow-ups have been with Lionel Hampton 'and
ContributOrs: Roy Baldwin, R.G. Bidwell, Harry Gavalas,
Buddy Rich and two are with the
Shelley Hayes, Loretta Helm, Robert Lehrman, April Lucas, Jeff • while without ever having slow in, coming.
achieved tremendous commereOn the otherhand, theacquiincomparable
Benny Carter,
Menick, Ron Ostroff, Jon Plotkin, Irene Sege, Ellen Sue
ial success (fewjazz artists have). sition of promotional and distri- with Louis Bellson on drums.
Shapiro, Catherine Tinker.
I
or becoming theobjectofa ~~lt,:;?u~ion rights for Norman Granz',-",c:Piease:tnrn
to,p.5, col.4
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Burns Art(?} Shows Coming to' the Kennedy Center
r •
.A t Dimock Gallery
by Doug Watts
This buildingopenedin
1967 is
named for Jacob Bums. class of
1924. whose gift was instrumental in the fundingof.the
Law:
Library.

This inscription appears on a
plaque outside the main door to 'ember
the library. It also appears to be
the main reason for an exhibition of Burns' artwork currently being shown ,at the
Dimock Gallery in the basement
of Lisner Auditorium.
For those who could pay the
$12.50 to attend the opening,
there was champagne and a
laughing Dean Kramer. But, in
H. Boris Bums,
case you missed this gala
at Dimock Gallery
evening, the free exhibition will auction", a deal where the artist
run through OCtober 31.
offers to give his' work to "the
The show consists of 34 .person who succeeds in bidding
paintings and sketches, featur- for it on the basis of the largest
ing portraits of Burns' relatives contribution to the George
and some of the most exciting Washington University for the
floral still life since Venus paint Dimock Gallery art collection."
by number sets.'
Hustle on over to the show and
The most distinguishing facet see what your money can do for
of. the exhibition is the "silent 'you.

"A Musical Jubilee," with a 'Gersh~in's,
Broadway,
via"World was founded in 1964 by
cast never before assembled on GeorgeM.
Cohan, and the an interracial committee of
Broadway: 'Patrice Munsell, operettas of Europe into the jazz musicians with a two- fold purJohn Raitt; . Cyril Ritchard,
age.
pose: to provide black instruTammy Grimes, Dick Shawn, '
• Rosemary Harris; Eva Le mentalists with an opportunity'
Larry Kert and Lillian Gish, Gallienne, George Grizzard and to perform in a professional
plus dancers and a full orches- .Sarn Levene will star in "The symphony orchestra, and to
tra, will have its world premiere ;Royal Family," the comedy by bring classical music not only to
at the Kennedy Center's Opera [George S. Kaufman and Edna regular concert audiences but
House Thursday, October 30th, IFerber, for a five-week engage- also to community audiences as
following two previews. It plays ment at the Eisenhower Theater well.
in Washington, D.C. thru Nov- . opening on Wednesday, NovemTickets to the Symphony of
8th immediately prior to ber 12, following a single the New World program in the
its Broadway opening at the St. preview on November 11. Tick- Kennedy Center Concert Hall on
James Theatre on Nov. 13th.
ets will go on sale at the October 27 are now on sale at
The Theatre Guild and Jona- Eisenhower box office at the, the Box Office; prices range
thonConrow are producing "A Kennedy Center 'on Sunday, from $7.00 in the orchestra to
Musical Jubilee." It is being October 26, following a large $4.00 with student discounts
staged by Morton Da Costa, who mail order advance.
available from the Friends of
has directed "The Music Man,"
• The Symphony of the New Kennedy Center.
the recent production of Clare World conducted by its Music
• The Berlin Opera (Deutsche
Boothe Luce's "The Women,"
Director Everett Lee will make Oper Berlin) will _perform for
"Saratoga," and "Plain and its first Washington appearance two weeks, November 14-29. The
Fancy." Robert Tucker, choreo- Monday, October 27' at 8:30 famed West Berlin Company
grapherof the current Broadway p.m. in, the Concert Hall of will open its first engagement in
musical hit, "Shenandoah" is, the JohnF. Kennedy Center for America with Richard Wagner's
staging the dances.
the Performing Arts. Metropoli- Lohengrin, It will mark the first
"A MusicaL Jubilee"celetan Opera mezzo-soprano Shirl- time that a complete opera
brates the distinctive American
ey Verrett will join the New staged by the late Wieland
contribution to 'the musical York-based orchestra.
Wagner has been seen in the
comedy starting With our fron-.
The Symphony of the New United States. '
, tier.deys.thru- to the turiefully
marvelous shows ofthe 20's and
30's, from Minstrel Show days to
,.;-.
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Continued from'p.4, col.S
- One of 'the most iriteresting
thingsabout these sessions is to,
listentotwo or three different
versions, of ostensibly the same
'tune, and to hear theremark·able'inventiveness of Tatum ill'
never' playing a song the same
. way twice. Tatum -'-is-not well
enough known,but
any vof
. these sets would bea marvelous
introduction to one of this
country's greatest talents.
Two other artists have reeeived extensive treatment in' the
Pab19 material issued so farguitarist Joe Pass and pianist
Oscar Peterson. There are at
.. Ieast nine albums of Peterson
material released so far, ranging
.> from a small group encounter
-with Count Basie called "Satch
and Josh'; through a series of
duets recorded last year and this
spring with Harry "Sweets"
Edison, Clark Terry, Jon Faddis,
Roy Eldridge, and Dizzy Gillespie.
Again, .all of the material is
excellent and anyone would be a
treat, but if you are not already a
Peterson fan perhaps the best
introduction would come from
one of the two 2-lp sets: One is
called "The History of An
Artist" and includes Peterson'
working with a _ variety of
.sidemen in the wiriter of '72-'73

and the other a double album of
some, of the most lyrically
mellow "music I've heard in
ages-"Oscar
Petersonet
Joe
Pass A Salle Pleyel"(Pablo
2625-70S). Peterson and Pass
cover: everything from blues
through Rogers and Hart to
Ellington and then up to Michel
Legrand. I've had this lp for
,about a month and I have played
it almost daily, and I hear
something new each time Iput it
on.
One final Pablo release I must
recommend is' a posthumously
issued set of piano and bass
duets played by Duke Ellington
and Ray Brown. The album is a·
tribute to- the late Jimmy
Blanton who played in the great
Ellington Bands of the forties
and practically invented the
techniques used today for playing jazz bass. Entitled "This
One's For Blanton" the lp shows
off the Duke's piano' playing
skills as well as the inventiveness
of his musical mind. Recorded
in December of 1973, this will
rank as one of the finest discs
Ellington ever made.
My major quibble with Pablo
is that they generally carry' a
$7.98 list price, therefore setting
the pace in the industry and
discouraging a purchase by
,newcomers to the jazz idiom.

International Student ID card
. Eurailpass
Britrail Pass

RESERVATIONS
TICKETS
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in Societal Progress
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Continued from p.2, col.2 ,
world. Even though increasing
numbers of men and women are
recognizing and attempting to
rectify the inequalities ingrained
in many societies, women in the
main still play the .mbordinate,
passive and restricted roles that
they have played down through
the ages.
'
Indeed, there are millions of
women who are totally unaware
of the rights to which they are
entitled as human beings. They
are often illiterate, overburdened by frequent child-bearing,
poverty-stricken,
overworked,
and in ill health. Women neither
fully participate
in nor share
equally with men the benefits of
economic and social progress.
Equal rights for men and
women is a problem inextricably
tied to the whole cultural milieu
of society.
Progress
toward
equality often is obstructed by
deep-rooted customs, rituals and
religious beliefs.
In some countries, men still!
are regarded
as qualitatively
superior to women. Indeed, the
birth of a female child is an
occasion of sorrow and anxiety
-not a joyous time for celebration as is the birth of a male
child. From the beginning, jnale
children are favored with better
care, diet, education and career
opportunities.
The unequal
,treatment that begins with birth
continues in most cases until,
death. Even in the most developed countries, where legal equality does exist, absolute equality
of opportunity
for men and
women has not been achieved.
Women, who constitute onehalf of the world's population,
represent the largest source of
unused potential. For the most
part, women do not fully and
actively participate in the economic and social 'life of their
countries,
and "as a result,
societies do not benefit from
their constructive
work ,and
creative initiative.
'Moreover, adequate methods
have not been devised to measure the many important contributions women do make to
society. The work of the housewife and mother is not measured
or recognized by the economist;
nor is the labor of the subsistence farmworker,
despite the
crucial role she plays in the
production
of food in' many·
countries. However, there is a
growing awareness that women's

coritri~~tions are essential to the
progress and development
of
society.
Legal Situations
As a result of major changes
in recent years, the principle of
equal rights for men and women
has now been recognized .and
written into law in virtually all
countries. However, in areas of
the .legal system that are most
resistant
to changes-family
law, for example-the
principle
"Mr, [ustice, a written opinion will adequately establisb tbat you aretbe swing vote ...
of equality .has not yet won
universal acceptance.
In many countries, the husband is recognized as the "head
of the family" and is dominant
in the marital relationship: The
wife is relegated to a position
with little or no legal voice in the
-determination
of family size,
President of the Law Associ- .
The Chief emphasized arefamily expenditure, or the future '
The District of Columbia
ation, and Clifford Dougherty,
vitalized foot patrol program,
roles 'Of the children. In some
Chapter of the George Washingthe Director of Alumni Relaa consumer fraud division, and a
countries, obedience on thepart
ton University Law Association
tions for the Law School.
new Alcohol Enforcement Unit,
of the wife is stipulated by law.
held a luncheon last Wednesday,
Police Chief Cullinane describas the most effective police
The husband has unquestioned
featuring
Maurice
Cullinane,
ed the new and .revitalized
activities that can .lead to "safer
authority to subordinate his wife Chiefof the District of Columbia
streets. "
and children to his will.
Police Department.
, programs directed toward the
The most interesting part of
In some countries
women
The luncheon, held at. the goal of increasing the percentage
of solved crimes while also '.. the new police activities aphave no. personal
status; A Army-Navy Club on Farragut
pcared to lie a videotape proce- -,
woman needs the authorization
Square,
included .'.among
its decreasing the judicial caseload.
.durc in which persons suspected
of her husband or father to
attendees. Dean .Kramer,
and Cullinane pointed' out that crime
of.drunken drirj"l.' are preserved
exercise her .Iegal capacity to
Professors Bernard;. Park and is progressively decreasing in the
contract. sue and be sued. Her ·Weaver. Chairing the meeting, District, from what it was in 011 a film whicl: i\ shown to the
1974. .
judge andjur- v,
Please tum to p.7, col.I 'were Judge Lawrence ..Margolis,
.--....;...---------_.,.._-------_.,.._....;.....:-....:-..-..:-..~~---"~~~~--....;...~~-....;.........;.,..,...------.,..----......;.,.,\'

GW Law Alumni Hear
Police Chief Cullinane
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Group 10.· Save up to 331/3%
roundtrip (up to 20% one' way).
Groups oLIO or more save when
they purchase tickets 48 hours in .
advance and takeoff together. And
you can each return separately, if
you like. Good everywhere we fly.
Group 4-9. Save up to 20%
roundtrip. 'Groups of 4 to 9 save
when you· make reservations 48
hours in advance and fly together ..
.to and from selected cities. Stay at
least 3 but no more than 30 days.

Go home on Allegheny. And
save yourself some money. We
offer a wide variety of discount
travel plans with big savings for
groups and individuals.
The Liberty Fare. You can, go
home and a lot of other places
besides, with unlimited travel at
one low price: You get a choice of
3 plans, too-7 days for $129, 14
days for$149 and21 days for $179.
Good everywhere we fly, except
Canada.

'Photocopies'·5.

"hotocopies 54

Leave before noon on weekdays>
anytime on weekends. '
Weekend. Save up to 25% on
your roundtrip ticket when you
go and return on a Saturday or
Sunday.
For complete information on
all of our money-saving discount
travel plans and flight reservations;
see your Travel Agent or call your
local Allegheny Airlines reservationsnumber. And get ready to go
home or anywhere else.
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Rhyne Views Sta tus of-Women Abroad
Continued from It.6, 001.2
right to work is subject to the
express authority of her husband. It is thought that work
outside the home might interfere
with her" responsibilities
as
homemaker-which are carried
out without financial compensa. tion during the marriage. In
other countries, women have no
property rights. Often, they are
excluded from the inheritance of
their .parents' or husbands'
property and other wealth.
.The absence of proper marriage regulations has resultedin
numerous practices' offensive to
the dignity of humankind. In
certain areas of the world,
polygamy still is practiced. In
many poorer regions, child and
forced marriages still exist. The
female has no rights and is often
given to her husband by her
father before puberty. If her
husband dies, she is inherited
by his brother. The legal right to
divorce is often the exclusive
privilege of the husband. A
divorce obtained at the will of
the husband, often leaves the
wife in destitute circumstances.
Constitutional and legislative
guarantees of the principle of
equal rights for men and women
are, of course, essential. AI·
though such guarantees exist in
many places, discriminatory
practices are still prevalent.
Elimination of these discrimina.,

Furthermore, women's levels 'employment in male-oriented
tory practices requires not only
general acceptance of the prin- of education affect the extent to and male-dominant societies is
ciples embodied in such legisla- which' they can effectively parti- obvious. Fortunately this form of
tion but also a basic change in cipate in the social and cultural discrimination is as recognizable
the aspirations, attitudes' and life of their countries, as well as as it is blatant, and is beginning
behaviorial characteristics of . in family life. For. example, the to be combatted by women and
more educated woman is more men of' conscience and educaboth men and women.
.
likely to share with her husband tion,
Education andTrainlng
, decision-makin~ on import~nt
Only by taking a job outside
At all levels, girls and women
matters affecting the. family, ' of the home can a woman
are' educationally disadvantaged
Lack of educatio?, ~herefore, is achieve any degree of financial
when compared to boys and
one
of t~e pr!nct~al. fo~ces independence, but when she is
men. Of the approximately 800
perpetuattng
discrimination
part of a family she is normally
million illiterates in the world, ,
against women.
expected to continue to take a
500 million are women. One out
In 1970. women constituted majority of the responsibility for
of three adult women cannot
34 percent' of the world's labor hou:sework and. child car~.. A
read or write.
force. Although more and more bast~. c~ange m roles wtthl~
In countries where educationwomen
are becoming gainfully fam~hes IS call~~ .f~r, and until
al facilities are generally inademployed, their jobs are general- famtly responsibilities are sharequate, priority 'is given to boys.
, Even where they attend schools, ly lower paying and less chal- ed more equally, wome~ who
curricula for' girls are less lenging. In the great majority of have b.een, are, .and. ~Ill : be
countries, men predominate ir h~usewlves for their entire hves
oriented toward positions of
the higher salary grades and will n?t be rree to choose other
leadership and responsibilities,
women in the lower salary r?les in society.
and more toward social services"
Participation in Public Life
home economics and .handi- grades; Where women do. the
same work as men,' they are
crafts. In this way, the traditionWomen do participate in publie life.but this participation is
al concept of the inferiority of usually paid less.
women is taught at an early age
In most societies, women have generally limited. In 1973 womto school children and is con- generally been confined' to a en were legally eligible to vote,
stantly reinforced by the educa- narrow range of occupations. in 124 countries, but in many
tional system.
A large number of occupations. of those countries women do not
Education is absolutely essen- are virtually barred to women. fully understand or exercise this
tial to the achievement of Many occupations are thought right. In 1973, in. the same 124
women's
potentialities
and' not to be suited to feminine countries, women were eligible
. . to run for public office on equal
I equality with men. Lack of "capabilities."..
'education and training affects ' Women employed outside the terms with men. Yet the percenvpublic
• employability and tends to rele- home receive fewer opportuni- age ofwomenrholding
gate' the majority of women to ties and lower wages than men office, althoughlarger in recent,
i burdensomejobs that offer low and the discrimination practiced years, 'is' still miniscule:':'
against women who seek gainful."
If societies all over the world
pay and carrylittle status.

.

.

are to achieve the degree of
efficiency and well-being toward
which they strive, men and
women must work equally and
work together. The speed at
which equality is achieved must,
of course, vary with the social
and economic conditions of each
country, andin many places the
status of women .cannot be
'improved without a general
improvement in living conditions.
However, taking into consid-,
eration the differences in stages
of development, there are certain seemingly universal obstacles to the improvement of
the status of women:
(1) Lack of equal education &
training;
(2) Lack -'of vocational guidance -and counseling;
(3) The division of the labor
market into traditionally "male" and "female" sectors; (4) Lack of child-care facilities
for working mothers; and
(5) Traditional attitudes of
men and women toward their
respective roles in society.
This last condition must serve
as the stepping-stone in the improvement of the rest. Only
when basic attitudes change;
. only when traditionally accepted
roles and prejudices are abandoned, will women achieve their
right as human beings to
participate actively and equally
in all facets of life.

.

You are. cordiallyinvited to attend
theBRI Early-Birdlecture of your
choice --free of charge, no obligation.
Oct. 31
No\!. 1
No\!. 7
No\!. 8
NO\J.14
NO\J.15
NO\l.21
No\!. 22

COntracts I
Contracts II
Sales/Secured lrans.
Commercial Paper
Real Property I
Real property II
Evidence I
Evidence II

6-9:30pm
9am-12:30pm .,
6-9:30pm
9am-12:30pm
6-9:30pm
9~m:-12:30pm
6-9:30pm
9am-12:30pm
/

All-lectures are given at Georgetown Law Center.
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Brusniak's Briefs: ·Ces~rJones Tries Out
Both Baseball and Football players have recently
been challenging the legality of their respective sport's
"reserve clause" which is included in all player
contracts and effectively bars the players from
negotiating with other teams. IIi recent testimony on
Capitol Hill, Football Commissioner Pete Rozelle
stated that eliminating the reserve clause would spell
doom for football and that soon there would only bea
few rich teams around carryingon bidding wars for the'
talent available. I don't believe that this will happen. I
have recently fantasized whatthis might be like' and this
is more or less how it looks. The scene is a familiar one
to third year law students.
'On a cool, clear October morning, Cesar Jones
super-star of the Texas League Tyler, Texas Tornados
strolls into the cramped quarters which double as team
clubhouse and interview center. Cesar is one of the'
lucky ones. Last week his name appeared on an
interview list for the California E's and everyone knew
that the E's were one of the powerhouse clubs in major
league baseball: Only the week before the team had
beaten the New York Rats four games to none to win
the World Series. Cesar wore his newest uniform. He
had just gotten a .haircut, a shave and had his shoe&'
shined. Finally, the magic moment arrived and the door
dnew
opene '..
"Hi, my name's Charlie McFarley. As you probably
know, I am the senior owner of the E's. Please sit'
down." "Thank you," Cesar replied shyly trying to give.
the best smile he had. "I've been looking at your record
sheet and you certainly do have an impressive record."
Cesar just nodded. "Well, let me tell you a little bit
about our club. We're an intermediate size club. We

"Well, tell 'me, how is it that you got into basebaII?"
basically have twenty-five ball players, four coaches, -,
a manager and me.
. "When r was very young I used to watch all the
Saturday afternoon games on T.V. and I always
We generally specialize in a lot of hitting although we
admired those players and saw the respect which they
do occasionally get involved in a few 'pitcher's duels.
commanded. So from very early in life, I decided that I
Most of our players can hit and play field although we
was' going to be a ballplayer. I worked very hard
do allow a few to specialize in either hitting only or
through Little League, Pony League and Colt League.
pitching only. Well, is there anything that you'd like to
Then I' finally got admitted to play for the Ontario
know about our club?" "Yes," Cesar: replied, "How'
Oranges in the A League; And, my record there was
many new players are you looking to hire for next sea- '
son?" "Well. let me be frank," Charlie replied while . good enough to get me a chance with the Tornados here
in AA ball, Although it was very expensive for me to
cracking a wry smile, "We anticipate that we'll be hiring
join this club, I managed by working at the concession
two, maybe three new players and as you probably know
stand during the high school games. That's basically
we interview at about twenty clubs across the country.
it."
We're always looking for the best talent available."
- "Tell me," Cesar queried, having built up his nerve, ,
"That's very impressive," . McFarley admitted
"What duties does a new player on your club have?" . generously. "Is their anything else that you'd like to ask
"Because we are so departmentalized, a new player
of me?" "Well yes," Cesar replieJ, "How much do you
finds himself doing a little of everything, a little catching
pay your starting players?" "We start them off at about
in the bullpen, occasionally pitching batting practice
$8,500 a year." "But what about all those big salaries
and sometimes even shagging flys during the pregame
that I always hear about?" "Oh, those ate only reserved
. warmups. We believe in giving our newplayers lot of
for the veterans who have been with the club for a while,
front-line experience, soabout the,middle ofthe season,
but don't worry, under our new policy, you can make
we start letting them pinch hit and spell veterans during
vete~an in ten years."
the late innings whenwe getbig leads. We feeIthat this
McFarley then rose and extended his hand and said"
'is the most exciting and challenging way of breaking in
"It was sure nice meeting you Cesar, You'll be hearing
players available in baseball today.
Nowtell me, Cesar, I noticed that you left the All Stat .. from us afterI make this stop at this AAA club up in.
Topeka where my last interviews are." "Thank you for
Team off your record sheet, are you a member?" "No,"
seeing me, Mr. McFarley"Cesar
said once again
Cesar replied, feeling about three inches tall. "Well is
offering his best grin; "Not at all Cesar," McFarley
there any reason for that? You have a fine record." "All
replied; and then quickly added, "Say would you mind
I know, Mr Mcf'arley, is that I tried as hard as t could
to make that All Star team but when that list came up, . sending this Catfish something-or-other.',
After Cesar sent Catfish in, he went home to wait and
my name wasn't on it." "Oh, I see," McFarley replied
.
while scribbling something onto Cesar's record sheet. •...wait and. wait and wait.
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lfpcoming Major Sports Events

*****************

Date
. November
9 HOCKEY: Washington Capitals v, St. Louis Blues, 7:00 p.m., Capital Centre
12 HOCKEY:; Washington Capitals v. Pittsburgh Penguins, 7:30 p.m.,.Capital
2 FOOTBALL: Washington Redskinsv. Dallas Cowboys, 4:00 p.m.,. RF,K.
.'
Centre
..'. .'
'.. .:.
'.,
'.., .....
Stadium. Baltimore Colts v. Cleveland Browns, 1:00 p.m., Memorial Stadium
. 4 BASKETBALL: Washington Bulletsv, Cleveland Cavaliers, 8:05 p.m., Capital 13 BASKETBALL: Washington Bullets v.Boston Celtics, 8:05 p.m., Capital C~ntre'
14· HOCKEY: WashingtonCapitalsv.
Atlanta Flames, 7:30 p,.m., Capital Centre .
Centre
.:
5 HOCKEY: Washington Capitals v, Los Angeles Kings, 7:30 p.m., Capital Centre, 16 FOOTBALL: Baltimore Colts v.. New York Jets, 1:00p~m., Memorial Stadium
6 BASKETBALL: Washington Bulletsv. Seattle Supersonics, 8:05 p.m., Capital 19, HbCKEY: Washington~Capitals v. Vancouver Canucks, 7:30 p.m., Capital
Centre
Centre......:'
•..
8 BASKETBALL: Washington 'Bulletsv. Milwaukee Bucks, 8:05 p.m.; Capital -20 BASKETBALL: Washington Bullets v.Atlanta Hawks, 8:05 p.m., Capital Centre,
Centre
. ,
21 HOCKEY: Washington Capitals,v. California Seals, 7:30 'p.m., Capital Centre
I

•

A tlantaDJ Set
To PromoteStardom
bytheSBA
With all the talk around G.W. concerning student apathy, the
Student Bar Association has decided to do something about it. and
in the process, change its organzationalimage, That's correct, we're
adding a little glamour and polish to the law student's mundane
- existence. Being a responsive group, the Student Bar Associationhas
decided that the message is clear, thatwe must follow-the beat ofa
different drummer, that the constant clatter of platform shoes and
clogs ad midst our school can only mean one thing-e-no, not that this
writer loves platitudes, rather, that DISCO has invaded Stockton!
Here's the scene. On Saturday Night, November 1st, the-Student
Bar Association is sponsoring an event rivaling Susan Ford's coming
out party. We have gone -out and hired Tim McAfee, a former
Atlanta Disc Jockey, who promises to bring along the biggest
~~Iil:~t~;e~~~~~:
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BEIGHT BAR REVIEW SCHOOL'
CLASSESINSIL VER SPRING"'WHEATON, MARYLAND

MARYLAND BAR EXAM
Long course commences November 18,1975
Short course commences January 5, 1976

Registrations are, now being' taken

I For February;J916
'..,

'.'

Bar Exam [
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insuring yourself for personal injuries. Because we feel that this
party is such a good idea, we have extended invitations to the classes'
at Georgetown Law, and G.W. Med. This should give everyone the
opportunity to commiserate with their fellow D.C. Grad Students.
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Maryland 20760.
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re~der, may dance yourself to·stardom;..
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